Indoor motorised
IP/Wifi camera

Ref. DSC - 523W

Available on
the iPhone
App Store

Google
Play

Gencod 3660215123924

Technical specifications

Features

▶ The indoor camera is equipped with :

▶ Simply plugs into an electricity socket and, with its built-in

- 1 integrated microphone for audio acquisition

motion sensor, to warn you of any movement inside your home,

- 1 Wi-Fi antenna for wireless connection to the computer

allowing you to check things out in the event of any alarm. You

network

can also monitor it whenever you wish, e.g. to check that your

- 1 automatic image and luminosity correction system

child has got back home safely from school. Can be used either

- Infrared night vision : range 8m

with your Thombox within any scene of your choice, or also from

- 1 slot for micro SDHC card, maximum size 16GB

the free smartphone and tablet application. With 720-line HD

- 2 motors enabling coverage of a wide surveillance area (300°

resolution, you will get a high quality image, and the two motors

horizontal field of view and 90° vertical field of view)

allow you to rotate as you wish to suit your needs.

- Motion detection alert system
-

1 5Vdc 2A power supply inlet supplied

- Video resolution : 1280 x 720
-

H.264 compression : providing quality images even with a
less than perfect internet connection

- Slot for micro SDHC card for internal storage (not supplied)

Compatibility
▶ The camera is fully autonomous, but can also be used:
- With a Thombox : full integration, option to change the direction of the camera and to activate it, to store and view images on a
secure server following motion detection.
- The camera has a network video recorder from the Thomson Security range : can be used as a supplementary camera, enabling
you to store video footage from the camera on the video recorder’s hard drive, to programme video recordings at preset times
and/or when motion is detected, etc. The motor control is also compatible with network video recorders from the Thomson
Security range.

